A new dynamic cache resizing scheme for low-power CAMtag caches is introduced. A control algorithm that is only activated on cache misses uses a duplicate set of tags, the miss tags, to minimize active cache size while sustaining close to the same hit rate as a full size cache. The cache partitioning mechanism saves both switching and leakage energy in unused partitions with little impact on cycle time. Simulation results show that the scheme saves 28-56% of data cache energy and 34-49% of instruction cache energy with minimal performance impact.
INTRODUCTION
Energy dissipation has emerged as one of the primary constraints for microprocessor designers. In most microprocessor designs, caches dissipate a significant fraction of total power. For example, the Alpha 21264 dissipates 16% [12] and the StrongArm dissipates more than 43% [19] of overall power in caches. As a result, there has been great interest in reducing cache power consumption.
Initial cache energy reduction techniques focused on dynamic switching power [1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 13, 22] . With technology scaling, leakage current is increasing exponentially, and more attention has been paid to leakage power reduction [9, 11, 15, 16, 18, 20] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. One approach for reducing cache power consumption is cache resizing, where the active size of the cache is reduced to match the current working set. Previously reported cache resizing schemes can be categorized by the mechanism used to activate and deactivate cache entries, and by the control policy used to select the active partition. Some schemes deactivate cache entries line by line [9, 11] , while others deactivate the cache by sets, ways, or both [1, 16, 20] . The control policy used to select the active set can be off-line, where the working set is statically determined by profiling the application [1] , or on-line, where the working set is dynamically determined as the application executes [9, 11, 16, 20] .
Previous cache resizing techniques are designed for RAMtag caches, where cache tags are held in RAM structures. However, commercial low-power microprocessors use CAMtag caches, where the cache tags are held in Content Addressable Memory [14, 19] . CAM-tag caches are popular in low-power processors because they provide high associativity, which avoids expensive cache misses, and results in lower overall energy [23] .
This paper introduces miss tag resizing (MTR), a new cache resizing scheme for CAM-tag caches. MTR uses hierarchical bitlines to divide each cache subbank into small way partitions, such that switching and leakage power is only dissipated in active ways. In addition, individual cache lines within an active partition can be disabled to further reduce leakage power. Because CAM-tag caches have high associativity (32-way for the design simulated), partitioning the cache by way gives much finer grain control over cache size compared to RAM-tag way activation [1] . It also avoids the data remapping problem inherent in set resizing schemes [16] . In addition, the scheme proposed here adapts associativity independently in each sub-bank, thereby allowing total cache size to be varied a single line at a time.
Resizing of different subbanks is spaced evenly in time so that at most a single dirty line needs to be written back for a resize event.
The size of an MTR cache is governed using an on-line control policy which aims to reduce the cache size to the smallest value that will give a minimal miss rate increase compared to the full sized cache. The control policy uses an extra set of tags, the miss tags, which are only accessed on misses to determine if a full-sized cache would have hit. Because the miss tags are only accessed on misses, they add no additional switching energy to hits and can be implemented using slower, denser, and less leaky transistors, e.g., high VT or long channel transistors. The main penalty for using miss tags is the additional area overhead, which we estimate at around 10% depending on actual layout styles. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work on cache resizing. Section 3 presents the MTR algorithm. Section 4 describes the hardware modifications for energy reduction. Section 5 gives results for active cache size reductions. Section 6 presents the energy savings achieved by MTR. And Section 7 concludes.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss existing cache resizing techniques and cache line deactivation techniques. An off-line resizing technique was proposed in [1] . Applications are profiled prior to execution to determine an optimal setassociativity. At run-time, cache ways of the L1 RAM-tag set-associative cache are turned off according to the profile information. This technique reduces both switching and leakage energy by powering down the entire cache way. However, it does not adapt to varying cache usage during different phases of the program execution. As we will show later, many benchmarks have working sets that vary widely during various phases of execution. Furthermore, these static techniques do not work well for multi-programmed machines, where working set size also varies as a function of the active process. The DRI I-cache [16] is an on-line resizing technique that resizes a RAM-tag instruction cache by measuring the miss rate and keeping it under a preset threshold. This performance threshold is set to a typical cache miss rate prior to execution, which does not adapt to program execution phases. Line deactivation techniques are similar to the above resizing techniques. These techniques usually turn off individual cache lines that are not necessarily contiguous. In cache decay [11] , a per-line counter tracks the usage of each cache line. Lines with no recent uses are turned off. This technique eliminates the static energy of dead lines but does not reduce switching energy. Adaptive mode control (AMC) [9] resizes a RAM-tag cache using a technique similar to cache decay. AMC keeps all tags turned on. An ideal miss rate is obtained by searching the entire tag array, and an actual miss rate is obtained by only searching the tags of all the active lines. When these two miss rates differ by more than a preset performance factor, the resize interval is adjusted. This technique eliminates the need for presetting the desired miss rates, but only reduces leakage power in the data arrays. Tag array lookup, however, is a significant portion of the cache access energy, especially for CAM-tag caches. In [20] , various design choices are compared to evaluate the usefulness of resizable caches. On average, over 50% cache size reduction is achieved with either selective ways [1] or selective sets [16] . Turning off portions of the cache generally discards the stored data, thus increasing miss rate and the number of L2 accesses. In [8] , the effect of L2 energy overhead is examined. Our MTR scheme is similar to AMC in that we resize based on the difference between the full cache hit rate and the reduced cache hit rate. However, we employ a separate set of tags that are only accessed on misses to gather the full cache hit rate. This avoids additional switching and leakage power in the regular CAM tags. Also, we use the miss rate difference to control a fine-grain partitionable cache which can save switching as well as leakage power. Another problem with previous partitioning schemes is that when applied to a data cache, they can generate a large number of dirty line writebacks in a short time interval when a set or way is deactivated, or when a decay interval elapses. These write back bursts add to cache control complexity and can cause additional performance degradation. MTR performs way deactivation within a highly associative cache one line at a time, thus avoids write back bursts. Figure 1 shows a typical CAM-tag cache organization. The entire cache is divided into subbanks, each consisting of a tag array and a data array, where a subbank is a cache set. Within each set are the cache ways. The tags are stored in CAM structures to give high associativity at low power. During each cache access, one subbank (set) of the cache is accessed and the tag is broadcast to the entire tag array. A matched tag results in a hit and triggers the appropriate wordline to enable the access.
MISS-TAG RESIZING TECHNIQUE
To implement MTR, we add an extra set of tags, the misstags, which act as the tags of a fixed-size cache. These tags keep track of what the cache contents would have been if the cache was always full size. During a regular cache miss, we consult the miss-tag arrays to see whether having a full cache could have avoided the miss. A per-subbank counter is used to record the number of miss-tag hits, which is precisely the difference between the number of misses in the down-sized cache and in a full size cache. A large difference in the miss rates suggests that having a larger cache will reduce the miss rate; a small difference indicates that perhaps a smaller cache would be adequate. Two scenarios could explain a small difference in miss rate between the full size and reduced size caches. First, there are no misses in the regular tags, indicating that the program has a small working set. In the second scenario, there are many misses in the regular tags, most of which also miss in the miss tags. This suggests that the program has little temporal locality, such as a data streaming application.
The resizing decision is based on the difference in miss rates between the active tags and the miss tags. The pseudocode in Figure 2 illustrates the resizing control loop of MTR. There are three parameters in the MTR scheme: miss lower bound, miss upper bound, and resize interval. In Section 5.2, we will discuss the choices of resizing parameters in detail. Each subbank is independently resized once during each resizing interval. Resizing events are spread out evenly within each interval so that only one subbank resizes at a time to minimize writeback traffic burst to the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. Figure 3 details three circuit techniques used by MTR. For the SRAM cells in both data and tag arrays, we use the Gated-Vdd technique [15] to reduce leakage energy by adding an N-type stack transistor. When signal Line On is turned off, it virtually eliminates leakage current in the SRAM cells. We also use the leakage-biased bitline (LBB) technique proposed in [17] to reduce the leakage in SRAM bitlines, CAM bitlines and search lines, and CAM match lines. The leakage power of the circuit depends on the actual voltage of these heavily capacitive lines. The LBB technique turns off the precharge of these lines, allowing them to selfbias their voltage levels to the optimal values, at which leakage power is minimized using leakage currents. The cache subbanks are divided into eight equal partitions using hierarchical bitlines [7] . The Partition On bits are used to control the activation of each partition. An inactive partition consumes no switching energy and minimal leakage energy.
HARDWARE MODIFICATION
Since the miss-tags are only used during a cache miss, we can use slow, low-leakage components without incurring delay overhead. The energy overhead of miss-tag accesses is added to L2 access energy and is discussed in Section 6. The area overhead can be reduced by using a denser layout for the tags, for example, adopting a hybrid RAM-CAM structure to reduce the number of match comparators.
CACHE SIZE REDUCTION RESULTS
In order to evaluate MTR, we modified the SimpleScalar [5] simulator. We modeled an in-order single issue core in our experiments. The benchmark set we used is a subset of SpecINT2000 and SpecFP2000, each running for 1.5 billion cycles with the reference inputs. We chose a typical lowpower cache configuration [14] as a baseline. It is a 32KB cache implemented in 32 1KB subbanks. Each subbank consists of 32 cache lines of 32 bytes. The cache is 32-way setassociative with a FIFO replacement policy in each subbank.
One unary encoded resizing pointer per subbank is used to control which cache lines to activate/deactivate, similar to the XScale FIFO pointer [14] . When a cache is downsized, only the last active line is turned off. When it is upsized, however, the entire partition where the last active line resides is turned on. If all the lines in the entire partition are already active, the next partition is turned on. When all the lines in a partition are inactive, the partition is turned off. To avoid thrashing with small cache sizes, we set the minimum cache size to be one partition.
Baseline Case
We implemented a baseline resizing technique to compare against the miss tags scheme. This baseline technique works exactly like MTR except it compares the actual cache miss rate with the miss bounds to make resizing decisions, similar to DRI I-cache [16] . We will refer to this baseline technique as Miss-Rate-Based-Resizing (MRBR).
Impact of Resizing Parameters
From simulation results, we found that no individual parameter has a large impact on resizing performance. The most important parameter, rather, is the ratio of the miss upper/lower bounds to the resize interval. For example, setting the miss bound of 5 to 10 misses for a 32k resizing interval yields similar results for a range of 10 to 20 misses for a 64k resizing interval. Simulations show that for larger resize intervals, the number of writebacks decrease. However, when the resize interval is too large, MTR starts to yield sub-optimal results. We have found that resize intervals of 128K references worked well for the benchmarks studied, i.e., resize every 128k memory references. Figure 4 shows the resizing results for the L1 data cache. Each data point (effective cache size and CPI pair) is obtained by varying the miss bounds and resizing interval length to obtain the optimal CPI for a given effective cache size. Average cache size is calculated by averaging the percentage of active partitions in each resizing period. In order to verify that both resizing techniques work better than a fixed-size cache, we simulated the CPI of fixed-size caches of sizes 32KB, 16KB, and 8KB. This figure shows that for the same CPI, MTR yields much smaller effective cache sizes. We limited ourselves to considering configurations that yield less than a 2% CPI increase to ensure MTR does not incur a large performance penalty. Parameters were varied to show the trade off between effective cache size and performance. For the same effective cache size, MTR performs much better than the baseline technique. Figure 5 further supports the above result. MTR introduces less than a 16% increase in the largest fixed cache miss rate. Again, for the same effective cache size, MTR has the lowest miss rate. On average, MTR uses less than an 8KB effective cache size while increasing the CPI by less than 1.5%. Figure 6 shows how the effective cache size and the actual miss rates change over time with MTR. The figures on the left-hand side show the effective cache size over time. We observe two different behaviors. Benchmarks 164.gzip, 177.mesa, 183.equake, 197.parser, and 256.bzip2 demonstrate MTR's ability to adapt to different phases of the execution with varying cache usage. For the rest of the benchmarks, cache usage is constant throughout the execution. MTR is able to find the optimal size for each benchmark without prior profiling information. The figures on the righthand-side show how the miss rates change throughout the execution. We observe that an increase in the miss rate is countered by an increase in cache size, which in return, reduces miss rate.
Data Cache Resizing Results

Instruction Cache Resizing Results
For our benchmark set, the instruction cache has extremely low miss rates. Therefore, it is easier to find a common reference miss rate for a large set of benchmarks. For all the benchmarks we used in this paper, the baseline resizing technique and MTR have similar performance. Both of them outperform the fixed size instruction cache. Figures 9  and 8 show that MTR uses an effective cache size of less than 12KB while introducing, on average, less than 12% increase in miss rate and 1.4% increase in CPI.
ENERGY REDUCTION RESULTS
In this section, we present the energy savings obtained by MTR. The energy consumption figures are obtained through HSpice simulation of extracted layout from Cadence [6] using TSMC 0.25µm technology [21] . The cache design has been significantly optimized for low power, including divided word lines and low-swing bitlines. Table 1 shows the different energy components of this CAM-tag cache. MTR reduces the data array and CAM-tag array access energy but not decoding energy. Since the actual percentage of cache leakage power in the total cache power can vary significantly due to process technology, operating temperatures and voltages, among other factors, we quantify cache leakage as a percentage of total cache power, and demonstrate the savings across a range of possible values. We perform a similar sensitivity analysis for L2 cache energy by quantifying L2 access energy as a multiple of L1 access energy and give results for a range of values. We include the search energy for the miss-tags as part of L2 energy. The energy reduction is calculated as L1 switching energy reduction × % of switching energy + L1 leakage energy reduction × % of leakage energy − Miss Rate Increase × L2 access energy Figures 10 and 11 show the energy reduction of data and instruction cache. The x-axis represents the percentage of leakage energy in the total energy consumption. The y-axis represents the energy savings. From previous experiments, we use resizing parameters such that the effective data cache size is 8KB and effective instruction cache is 12KB. These parameters are chosen to minimize the performance impact Each different curve represents the energy savings of a specific L2 access energy. We chose an range of L2 access energy, from 16× to 128× of the L1 write access energy. For data cache, MTR reduces energy by 28%, when there is no leakage energy and L2 penalty is 128× of L1 write access energy, to 56%, when 50% of the cache energy is leakage and L2 penalty is 16× of L1 access energy. Similarly, MTR reduction ranges from 34% to 49% for instruction cache depending on leakage percentage and L2 penalty.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented MTR, a dynamic cache resizing technique for CAM-tag caches. The dynamic control mechanism of MTR uses a set of duplicate miss tags to keep track of the miss rate as if the entire cache was used. Resizing decisions are made according to the difference in the actual miss rate and the miss rate of the miss-tags. The control mechanism is only activated on misses, thereby saving energy and allowing the duplicate tags to be implemented in slower and denser logic using low leakage transistors. The cache partitioning mechanism saves both switching and leakage energy in unused partitions, and allows resizing at a single line granularity. The subbanks are resized independently in non-overlapping phases to avoid write back bursts. With around 10% area overhead, MTR reduces 28-56% of data cache energy and 34-49% of instruction cache energy, where the baseline caches were highly optimized for low-power but fixed-size operation.
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